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Thi6, paper reports on fhe developmerit of a teachertrainingmodel that
-

is part of an educational research project presently in4its fifth consecutive
..,..-,

.

.-_------
. _

___4---,------
__ A o

year, Ofoperation,in Washington, D.C., area junior high- stools. The program,
, -\

Preparation through ResponsiVeEduc onal Programs (RREP),-has as its6primary

_------------
objective-the-development and evaluation of procgdures and curricula,tokassist-- -- ..,__-- --

----------
. academi-c-a-l-lyo'r0ry deficient junior high school students to improve their

.....-,.

_..--
.in-school achieveme --arg-to increase their constructive out-of-school behavior,

o achieve these goals, PREP has developed a multi-faceted programin -4

----;

.
volvinggilieiCademic skill training using individualized instructional,

. ___.-

Procedures, social skill-Zraiinch-Pecially developed curricula, :training
-,

'------ _:21-> _,,,
.

.
.

, ,
-

d . aison work with parents, special reinforcement procedureS, and training
......

7-of teachers. (See Cohen, Filipczak,, Boren, Goding, Storm, Bishop & Breiling,

1974; and Filipczak & Friedman, 1976, for ore detailedidesorZAIZa. of the

PREP program). To date, the project has worked with approximately 450 students

teachers in a suburban junior high school, a rural middle school, and

an'urhanjunior high school. PREP students have consistently 'shown greater
0

acadeMic gains than control student% adrosS the years of the program and across

the different school settings (Friedman,"FilipczAk, Picek &. Fiordaliso, 1975).

These gains have been achieved while PREP students were,enrolled in cis sizes

ranging from a minimum of 15 during, the first project year inythe public schools.

o

''to 25 during the present year, with the claSses being conducted.by-regular pub-

lic scihoor teachers.

The present paper will describe the changes that have been made progres-

sively in,PREP's approach to teacher tjraining. It.con<ludes by presen ing the
,

. -.. conceptual model that presently guides,PREP teacher training effots. Ithish
_ . I' :,,

,

model, as well as most featUres of the PREp.program, is heavily baed-on.prin;
. . .. \-

.
. .'

ciples of operant psychology.' It draws Additionally upon the extensive research

.,

4



that has recently been reported in. the area of,teacher effectiveness (Glass,

19.74; Mahan & Hull, 1975; McNeil &,Popham, 1973; Rosenshine, 1971;
;

Rosenshine

Furst, 19'73). It is significant to note, h8ver, that while the teacher

effedtiveness research has primarily been directed at identifying teacher
.

behaviors'that Are effective in promoting st*ent achievement in a variety of

4

different types of settings Fri ierent types and ages of.students, PREP's

interet has been restricted-tacademically and sociblly deficient junior

high School student.

Teachbxs-haVe been seleCcied for participation in PREP by a variety of
_

-

ging from volunteering to selection by the principal.. Four of the

teachers were in their first year,,and,18 had completed more than two Years

of teaching before beginning in the program (overall range of experience is

0 to 41 year6). Therefore, for the most-peff,-the teacher training efforts of v

,

y /- , I

PREP were-directed at a moderately experienced group of teachers..

Teacher Training Approach

,-...-__Thtgoals of PREP. teacher training efforts,have been broad and varied.

They have included Many,out-of-classrdom behaviors, such_aspreparation of

mate selection of ,Curricu;ux,,, development ot student work contracts,
.

,-------,-
..... . ,, ---

preparation of worksheets and assignments, schec_.21______11.,s.ing)f frequent tests and

- .

quizzes, and utilizatiori,of available data to determine skill, levels 0k stu-
.

dents. t ost of effort of PREP', however, has been directdd towards the 'in-

.lass behavior othe iteaChers; and. the pret.ent4paper will be restricted to a

discussion_ Nipthis aspect of the training program.

The process of REP teacher training for in-class behavior was initially

composed of threexel*-desteps:" The first involvpd the specification of

ectives for 'teache thavier in the V.assroom. The seoond involved the ap-

r"

'plication of partiehlar'training Procedures to assist the teachers in meeting

-2*-
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the objectives *'specified in the first part. The third step, was, the monitoring,

and evalultionof teacherperformance in the.classroom to determine the degree

to which the teacher had successfully accomplished the specified objective.

To the extent that particular teachers were found to be ioerforming below minimal 1 '

_4111 _

a

expectations during stepthkee, the cycle then reyerted b
1

ck
\
either to step one,

where the objectives were modified, or to step two, where additional training

was provided.

Thelnitial Objectives that were selected primarily reflected the operant

---theoretical orientatign of tie project and the empirical results of research

° studies in which behavioral:Procedures had been applied ip,educational settings.

conducted both by PRtPstk (`Cohen & Filipczak, 1971;kCohen A al., 1971) and

others (Hall, Panyan, Rabon & Broden, 1968; Madsen; Becker .& Thomas, 1968; for

°example). Thus, skills such as the use of praise to consequate onstask behavior,

the control of undesirable be avior-thrOugh ignoring and brief time-out periods,

frequent 'and specific feedback from teacher to studentland the clear specifi-

cation of student,performance.requirements were` emphasized, Specific Objectives

were established for teachers with egard.to these skiUs., The selection of

criterion levels for these behaviors was of necessity somewhat arbitrary; the

state of the technology at...the initiation of the program did not permit anything

more than an educated guess as to precisely what a telrehgr5rate,..of praise
..0.0

..,.....'-'shOuld be. The same teal ling skills and criteri,olelbvels were emphasized 'for
. ....".' . ,

0.o
use in both the academic classetirriREP (which are primarily conducted in an

t

individualized instructional manner) and in the interpersonal or social skills
I

4,

chases (in group instructional procedures are most often uspd).,

The training prOcedures used to assist the teachers in reaching these

performance objectives have been numerous and varied. ,Each new teacher in the

program was firstioroided with intensive but short7term didactic instruction

in behavior modification procedures. 'At the suburban school site, where the
4
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program operated during the 1971-72 and 1972-73 school years, a three-day,

workshop was conducted before the start of each year's program. At these work-

`shops, teachers were trained to a mastery level on use df behavioral language
4. ..

.
,

and principles. Workshops of five days were Ased bo at the.1.1r:al and urban

school sites before teachers participated 'in prog am. In addition to. theI.

didactic instruction, more active

these pre-service training sessions, such as modeling( role-pliying,, and micro-
.

teaching.

dures were employed during'

During the school year, PREP staff have directly modeled the behavioral

skills in the classroom for the teachers, observed the teachers as they per-

formed the skill and provided them with both quantitative and qualitative

feedback, and metj with, them on a regular basis (from daily to weekly) to pro-
'

vide consultation with problems and develop special programs where needed.
.

To supplement the training, PREP has employe51 a number of positive rein-

forcers to increlse teacher performance-in-the specified skills. These have

included the oppOrtunity to earn graduate credit, staff praise and consulta=

tion, occasional lunches or snacks (contingent on attendance at training ses-

sions, letters to supervisors, and additional assistance witittreom tasks.

...A variety 'of procedures have also been used t6'116nrter .evaluate the
----c'*

, .,------ \
performance 0,4 thd teachers in the classroom. FOrmal procedures in ded.,.. -------

. - --.,.._ ,....--

the use of teacher performance. checklists, frequenCY counts of teacher and stu=

dent behavior, and sequential analyses of student-teacher interactions. In

addition; videotapes have been madeof clasps, and PREP staff have informally

observed0he teachers' behavior.

'eneralyestOts of Teacher training Procedures,,

On. the basis of four years of experience in'teacher training with these

types of objectives, and training,and monitoripg procedures, it is possible to

\
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report findings that have been consistent across" settings. First, teachers

have demonstrated a high level of proficiency in understanding behavioral prin-

ciplesciples and in applying them during role-playing situations. A pee-test given

to five new teachers in the program during the present school year suggests

that these teachers had mastered the behavioral concepts even before the train-

long had begqn, a situation that is likely to be found more frequently as teacher

;.

education programs include behavioral principles in their curriculum.

Second, in the day-to-day application of the skills emphasized during

training, considerable inconsistency has been found between teachers, as well

as _forindividualteachacross days (though less so in this case) . While

some teachers have demonstrated sizeable changes in their classroom behavior as

\it

a result oftthe training, particularly with regard to the use of praise and

other social reinforcers for on-task behavior (Pumroy & Karapetian, 1975), other

teachers who have demonstrated the same degree of proficiency in the training

sessions have shown virtkially'no change in their classroom behavior.

Third, the relationship between teacher behavior in the clalsroom and

academic progress of students has not been as clear-cut and direct as was anti- .

cipated. Individual teachers have produced extremely high student work rates

while failing to'perform the skills thought to be important by PREP. To some

extent this may be interpreted, as indicating that other features of the PREP

model, such as special reinforcement conditions and individualized instructional
,

procedures, are sufficiently powerful to overcome the effects'of deficits in

teacher performance. However, other teachers who have used the same reinforce-
.

ment and instructional systems, and who,have done better in performing the

Sililsemphasized by PREP, halm in some instances been less successful, in

ducing consistently large student academic gains. For example; sevetal teachers
4 4'4

who have reliably failed to achieve the PREP-specified pbjective'of making four

positive comments to every one negative comment have nonetheless produced high

0



rates of on-task behavior, and student work. This has been found in at least

two differeRt subject areas and at both the rural and urban settings.

Fourth, some of the teachers, despite the reinforcers employed by PREP,

have resisted efforts.to change their behavior. This has occurred more fre-

quently with experienced and tenured teachers, some of whom have experienced

varying amounts of success'in their classes using non-PREP procedures. Mean-

w 1 e, have found it discouragAng to, persispersistent], endounter failure

in trying to achieve thesek ges.

summary, the results of these teacher training procedures have been

mixed. A number of teachers have made sizeable changes in classroom behaviors,

and, most importantly, students have consistently made more academic progress

than control students. It is difficult todetermine., however, the extent to

which the overall success of the project is due to ,the teacher training efforts,

since the program includes a number. of other important features"as well. The
a

most,serious questions about the adequacy, of this, approach to teacher training

were raised' by the lack of clear relationships in the antidipated directions

between ,patticular bet avior of teachers and the students in, their classes, the
, -

:-,016served success of several teachers while not fulfilling the PREP-specified

objgetives, and xhe resist. ICJ a emall group of teachers to the training

efforls: A$ 4" result of these fiS44N464) PREP has mOved tcLards a less tIleo-;Y-
i

N

:.
,,; .

. %.
l ,.

,based and more idiosyncra d el of teacher trainin

Features of the Revie,c11,Model

This revised, model seeks to develop empirt&allY-based theory of teacher

-effectiveness for individual teachers rather than for groups of teachem,k.... A

basic assumption is that the same constellation of behaviors performed by dif----

ferent teachers will not have the same effect, particularly when the students.,

the subject and curriculum; the setting, and many other, factors; including the

41-6-



teacher's-effectiveness as a reinforcer, differ- An additional assumption is

that the establishment of criterion levels Of .performance for particUlar behav-

iors, While useful and perhaps even necessary.to improve the performance of

large groups of teachers, may not be an effective way of optimizing the teach-,

ing-performance of individual teachers. In order to determine the, set of

-behaViors that are most effective for individual teachers, and the,rate at which

they should be,performed, it is necessary `to conduct empirical analyses within

that teacher's classroom on numerous occasions. It is necessary to do'this,

first, todescribe the teacher's existing behavioral,style; second, to deter -

mine the correlational relationship between day-to-day differences in teacher

behavior and day-to-day differences in student behavior; and, third, 'to determine

the direction of these relationships
byThointly working.with the teacher to.ti 4

,sygtematically change his/her behavior: ,This more empdrically-based and

'-....syncratic model of teacher training upon which ,PREP has recently embarked

follows, fir individual teache5s, the three steps outlined by Rosenshine and

Furst (1973) for teacher effectivenest research with groups of teachers:'

deScription, correlatiOn, and experimentation:

The firtt step in the revised model; rather than involving a specification

of teacher-behavior'objectives with the expectation that the attainment of these

/ will result ,in the desired, student gains, involves a specification of student

achievement objectives. While PREP has exercised the leadership role in this

proCess, to achers.are actively involved as well. The explicit approval of the

objectives By the teachers is essential. Once this is acgieved,-the primary

concern of PREP is not with.the particular means by which teachers go about4,- ,_ .

achie is the objectives, :but strictly with the results of the efforts.

e numerous possibl= objectives for students, PREP has chosen
ther

to io4us on' sttudent a de skill , which is operationally defined as

student -work-ratetnumber of assignments completed per unit of time). The

4
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'definition of an'assignment unit for each class is'agreed upon between teachers

and curriculum and research staff of PREP. The decision to focus on academic

skill gains as the'major student Objective is based on several factors. First,

the students served by the PREP project are highly deficient in basic academic

--skills.- Second, it is of the utmost impOrtance that student performance be

measurable directly d daily. If this is not possible, th n the correlational,

and ultimately experi Oita', analyses of the relationship between teacher and
.

student behavior cannct\be performed. To `the extent, that mult
..-

.

or objectives that are difficult to _measures are used, then it

.

, vossible to conduct the necessary analres for the development'
'

ple objectives, ,

becomes less
/

/

Iof a theory of

effectiveness for a particular teacher.

The next step of this Model is the selection and/or development of obiserva-

tional instrumentp for use in gathering data on teachek performance: Lt is at

this point that PREP has-encountered some serious probleMs. The number of

teacher behaviors that- can be monitored by._ an individual observer is limited.'

Yet the range of behaviors performed by teachers, any one of which may be of

major importance for a particular teacher, is extremely'broad. If one selects.

or develops an observational system -ehat seeks breadth in order to encompass

as many potentially important teacher behaviors as-possible, then the result-.

ing measures may not be specific enough to detect important changes in the

teacher's behavior from day to day. It appears at this time that it may be

necessary to use a series of observational procedures and instruments. For the

initial observationS, an instrument that samples the teacher's behavior on a

relatively broad range of behaviors would be desirable. This would_permit a

general determination of two or three areas of behavior that seem to be of

particular importance for a teacher, by virtue of the rate of their occurrence,

the variability from day to daf, or:their antecedent or consequent' stimulus
,

conditions. once those specific'areas have been identified, it would then,be



possible to use more specific m res that would be tensitive to changes from

day'to day. For example, It has been .47 PREP that a b'road class of teacher,

be fors that might be labe d "assertivenes " is related to student ork-
,..

r An ini ..a observational system, designed essentially for general assess-

ment mi t include obsetveratings on the dimension of, a ertiveness. If

rating

a specifi.c. low-inference observatio aprQcedure that includes a number of

paltx-oularteacher on this dimension are extrem ly low or. variable,

ent beha 1 referents for the genera c racteristic of. assertiveness

be us an observational\s stem is p ently'being developed by

PRE4 t focus speci sgerti this appears to be a

critt i area for several t ac ers.
. ,,

)

i

___
, , ),

The selection of d sions tor the servational prOcedurLoWhether these

dimensions be low-inferen e or hig -in ence, must inevitably be based either------

.

On thedry or empirical data, since the universe of categories is far greater

41.

than could be included in one system. PREP has remained committed primarily to

a behavioral model in this regard, despite retreating from an earlier*position .

of stating specific criterion levels for particular teacher behaviors. From a

behavioral perspective, a complete analysis of behavior requires going beyond

frequency counts to also identifying antecedent and consequent stimuli that

appear to be,controlling, or controlled by, the behavior. The importance of

this raises a second problem in trying to select and/or develop observational

procedures' for the classroom. While the value of sequential analyses of behaY-
-

for has beendemonstrated in natural settings, it.has primarily been applied in

small group settings such as. the family (for example; Patterson, 1973, 1974).

Although such an analysis would appear equally important in a class of 25 stu-,

5f a

clAnts as in a family of four members; the technical problems in conducting it

are fan-greater. How does one characterize the- actions of 25 different indi-------.

vidUals as a particulate antecedent or consequent stimulus, particularly with

- 9 -
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the need to do such a characterization in a sufficiently short,time period so

that the stimulus has pot changed befdre the measure of teacher behavior has

been taken?
a

To date, PREP is proceeding along two lines to try to develo an observa-
,

e
ional precedure that takes into account the sequential patter( within a class-*

room. Tte first line, certainly not unique to PREP,'involves Ecusing diredtly

,,on the teacher as he/she interacts with a patticular student or group of stu-

dents..

behavio

behavior of that student (or group) immediately before the teacher's

(or immediately af er for the analysis of consequences of teacher

behavior is glen categorize a twb-dimensional model along with the teacher's

behavidtf With this system, a_particula

ell

number of time during a peri d if the

,,,
.

more that t others: This. approach-'

/ducted by individualized instructiona

less appropriate with large classes 11

studept may be observed a substantial

acher has interacted with that student

pears mist, anageable in a els con-

ti ; --
procedu es,Eor a small -ca dsi but

/

.

ng tau ht'by a group lesson. PREP's

second approach to-sequential analysis has involved observing each student in .

a pre-determined but random order for five seconds, and then the teacher. While

this approach would seem to be more appropriate' for group instruction, it runs:

the risk of taking the very complex stimulus represented by 25 student's and

oversimplifying it by concentrating on just one student at a time. The ultimate

utility of these two approaches to sequential analyis will be determined by

reviewing the empirical data collected through their use. Only in that way

will it be possible to determine if these procedures serve to highlight impor-

tant relatio ships between teacher and student-behavior, or only introduce

'additional e ror variance into the/whole procets.

At pres nt, PREP, like most others who are out in the schools bn

of p

cedures sufficiently sensitive and'encompassing to. account for ala ge

-10-



hiproportion /Of the varianc in student behavior wit in a single teacher's class
. /

from, day to day. In ead, PREP has proceeded with the instruments and data at

hand to apply

model.

itional steps in this more empirically-based teacher training ,

Pr mina,* Results

0

During this school year, data have been collected on a regular basis for

eight classes in the rural site and nine classes in the urban site- These

'data have included
e
stildent work rates, on task behav r, and teacher performance

on a PREPIdeveloped checklist see Appendix es'e two sets o data have been

correlated for seven teachers- -four at the rural school and th ee at the ,urban
a

site.

The items on tl'is checklist were categorized .36 "rei. orcement-related"

(including prompts,/praise, and other feedback) or as "managementl-relateda

(including preparation and-use o aterials and organization of the class).

In the rural settilnrr, meeting the requltryipnts for either "reinforcement" or

"management" constellations was not significantly related to class work for one

teacher. For only one of four teachers was the total compliance (both reinforce-

mentband management) on thechecklist related highly' with student on-task behav-

ior. Further, item'analysis for the total checklist revealed only one item

\ZFia.dis.&iminated gignificantly between high on-task and low on-task days,

anthis was found si ificant for only one teacher. A the urban site, lowteacher.

non-significant-correlations were obtained between rk rate and compliance on

the cheCkliiC with two teachers. For one of the urban teachers, a significant

positive relationship was found between total checklist-performance and student ,

on-task (p<.05). These early analiS'es on Urban schockdata have not shown sig-
1

hificant'positive relationSh between total checklist performance 'and st dent

work rate. It'would appear from these resultS, and a more total analysis 11.11
r '

t



4,

be'available at the conclusion of this school year, that the checklist is not

an adequate measure for discriminating between high and loW student work per-

'formances, although it may be of value with regard to the measure of on-task
4

behavior.

In addition to these preliminary findings, there have ben several informal

but important findings concerning this newer approach' to teacher training..

During the school year, data on student performance are regularly discussed

by staff and teachers. In sharing these data, PREP assumes a,totally empirical

approach. Rather than requesting that teachers perform particulak-b-ehaviors-in

order to elevate the level of student performance in their classes, staff 4ve

emphasized the achievement of the student work'objectives by whatever means

have seemed most appropriate to the teacher. In several instances, teachers.-
,,

have demonstrated that with the benefit of this spegific and frequent feedback

on student performance, they tare able to modify their beha:vior.in an effective

way without any specific consultation. In other instances, however, the more
, ..

'frequent feedback on student performance has resulted in teacher's requestillgs

specificbassistance in improving work output, either through changes in teach:-

., _---ing behavior or curriculum materials and progedures. Most of the teachers have

been responsive to'this feedback procedure and new approach, althpugh student
- . .

performance objectives have remained below the Criterion'level in about one-
, .

third of. the classes.

f `A
. It should be rioted that there are several important though rarely used

restrictions on this model of "Whatever works, for you, use it."' First, the

teacher must practice ethically-acceptable procedures. This has not been a

.

problem for PREP' to date. Second, possible side effects or long-term effects

of the thing procedure must be considered. It s E)articulariy difficult

1 to take into account the potential,long-term ffectJs of the procedures, how-



4 .

Further, it must be emphasized again that the focus of this paper has beer

on the behavior of the, teacher in theclassroom. This revised,FTEP model strives

to account for variabaityA.n day-to-tday,behavior of students as a functionof

teacher behavior, assuming that other important variables are controlled. For

-purposes of Maximizing the likelihood of achieving the.agreed-upon student

objectives, hoWever, it is essential to continually evaluate #he effectiveness,

of these other variables,, such as the type of instructional and reinforcement

procedure used and the curriculum Material itself,

this point, in 1the fifth year of the PREP program in public schools,

this more,empirical and less theoretical approach to teacher classroom prac-

tices is resulting in some surprising findings. For example, after recommending

to teachers the use of ignoring as an effective means for dealing with minor

off-task behavior, PREP noted that in individualized clasSes some of the ,most

consistent and largest-scale successes have been achieved by:_teacheWigho.have

not followed this practice, but rather have briefly but decisiVely'redirected

:students to their work. It may in Oct be that with junior high school students,
1.-

-e4-many of whomtave been referred to the program for social behavior problems, the

effects of ignoring are quite different than with younger children on whom much
.

...,
.,

of the behavioral educational research has been,conducted The PREP students

,.have a long history of poor school performance, are very much under the control

ofpeer reinforcement, and are grouped with peers who may eventually reinforce

evett minor off-task behavior, Further, with these students, it has been fOund 'A

that teachers who 'do not meet the PREP objective of four positive comments for

every negative comment are in some cases quite successful. These findings are

baied on a small group of ,teachers, and are obviously in need of replication.

They pointouti 'however, the need to consider the possible interaction effects,

of setting and st dent variables with teacher blehaviors, and the importance of

more precise research in ese areas.



In summary, this paper.hasdescribed.the past and- present efforts of PREP

in the area of teacher training. It has recounted the change from a model

based on the performance by teachers of specified skills believed to be impor-

tant.by,PRp, to d'mpre empirically-based, idiosyncratic.model in which teachei

behaviors are'evaluated primarily in relation to the achievement of particular
"s

short-term student outdomes. The particular difficulties in. developing class-

room' observation systems of adequate sensitivity were discussed, particularly

in relation to The problem of analyzing sequences of teacher-class interaction.

It wasre2prted that'in spite of this difficulty. the shift to this model with

its greater-attentiveness to individual difference's between teachers has been

,successfully' implemented with a litated number of teachers.
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- BEFORE THE START OF CLASS:

O 4

APPENDIX

TOPS
.

Teacher Observattle Practices Sheet

YES NO N.A.

O

COM74ENTS

Had best prior classwork posted .

.

,

Had contract or lesson plan availalLtle%2
Had needed supplies and materials available n

Had ne'tlided
4,,

,,A/V equipment ready fqr,use -

Had AideTusk Sheets or other' instructions available-

DURING THE FIRST 3 MINUTES OF CLASS:

Had` class in seat and quiet at belt.
Took class attendance (with aides, e.

Fed back Assignment Completed data
Fed back positive behavior informatio for last class

Told students'type/time for, reinforcement,,
Told criteria for reinforcement
Gave daily assignment plearly
SigrIle.1 qtal. h of work porind ,

FOR GRIDUI; LESSON:

lled'assiqnment` posted on blackboard
.

.

-

,

. P

<,

.

Had lesson plan and objectives available on desk
Had aides.or others distribute materials for use
Used chalkboard or4A/V eauipment to present lesson
Prompted student_participation In discussions
Helped students who reauested it ,

Praised,students and class for on-tas4c (4:l)

Provided feedback on correct fesponses
- Supervised aides inall needed duties
Coallecbea in-class work -for later grading -

.

Had edough'worli for all students
Used Bgtravior Sheet in classroom _

44.. FOR INDIVIDUAL LESSON:

,Had 'assignment posted on board ,

'

.

had contracts and folders available for each student

had aides distribute individual lessons
Circulated to all students during class
Provided help to any student reguestihg it

Praise students and class for on-task (4:1.)

minor off-task performance
A

__Ignored
Supervised aides on all needed duties
Had enough tasks for all students
Used Behavior Sheet in classroom

---

DURING LAST 2 MINUTES OF CLASS:

Praised individuals or group for on-task
- -

1.

,,,,
,

-

Announced clenn-up time
Worked all period on this class teaching
Distributed and explained homework assignments
Passed back graded work from prior classes

-Dismissed class with positive,comments

TOTAL:

COMPLIANCE:

re
O

1 I
Ops t Yes + No = Compliance)


